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Objective: To analyze the economic relationship between 

England and the Colonies. USHC 1.2 & 1.3

Ex.) sugar, tobacco, indigo

1) Most products could be sold only to England.
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2) All products going to the colonies had to first go through 

England where the products were taxed.
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Mercantilism – An economic system based on the 

idea that a nation could increase its wealth by 

importing raw materials from, and export 

finished goods to, its colonies. 

3) All ships used in trade had to be built in either England or 

the colonies.



• There was an increase in 

smuggling in the colonies.

Effects of the 

Navigation Acts

• Colonists became angry when England began to enforce the 

Navigation Acts.
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Prior to the French and Indian War After the French and Indian War

French and Indian War – British colonial expansion

http://www.american.edu/TED/ice/french-indian.htm


Effects of the French and Indian War

The French and Indian War put Britain deeply in debt, 

causing Parliament to pass the Sugar Act and Stamp Act.

The colonists protested and were angry about “taxation 

without representation”.
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Sugar Act (1764)

Taxes put on…

…SUGAR

…MOLASSES

…INDIGO

…COFFEE
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Stamp Act (1765)

Taxes put on…

...NEWSPAPERS
(New York Gazetteer, Feb. 15, 1775)

...LEGAL 

DOCUMENTS …PLAYING 

CARDS

…DICE
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Boston Tea Party - tea tax protest.
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1) The port of Boston was closed 

until the colonists paid for the 

destroyed tea. 

The Intolerable Acts

4) A new Quartering Act was 

passed allowing British troops to be 

quartered in unoccupied colonial 

buildings and homes.

2) The royal governor could ban

town meetings.

3) British officials accused of 

crimes would stand trial in Britain 

instead of in Massachusetts.



-Thomas Paine – “Why do we 

still listen to a King who lives 

way over there?”

Common Sense (1776)

Thomas 

Paine
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Declaration of Independence – Thomas Jefferson
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1 – All people have equal rights.

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are 

created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with 

certain unalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty, 

and the pursuit of happiness.”

2 – Great Britain has treated us poorly

3 – The colonies were now an independent country -
the United States of America.

Declaration of Independence – July 4, 1776


